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E X H I B I T     V 

_______________________________ 
 
It’s all about breath.  Before, during, after.  Everything comes down to breath, 

including voicing.  Orating.  Singing.  Beyond the aforementioned archaic meaning of 
“hand”: “is” (from the Aryan as, “to breathe”) “not” (the Sanskrit na, “to be lost, to 
perish”).i  HAND IS NOT [LOST].  In voicing: “breath accumulates behind the vocal cords.  
The pressure builds.  Before long, the pressure becomes so great that the vocal cords can 
no longer maintain their seal…”ii  

 
[Enter:  Phantom limbs.] 

  
Reduced to four morphemes, one negates, yet: “HAND IS NOT [LOST].”  To 

understand [HAND] is to grasp: manipulations, ever roused by breath.  Vibrating, the 
“undersurface of sounds” animates (even in stillness) as breath pulses “like the sweet 
sound / that breathes upon a bank of violets, / stealing and giving odour.”iii  The scent of 
music:  

 
[Chorus: Breathing.] 
 

Inspiring; expiring.  Volume, intonation, pitch: no longer resting.  Prodding, 
tonguing, teething (as simple, as difficult) as glottals, glides, liquids, stops—arbitrary 
sounds, like love—irreducibly bidding & binding, complicating & constricting the acts that 
follow:   

 
[Chorus:] 
 

Strophe: Clamore!   
Antistrophe: Amore, more, ore, re, e. 
A handless voice transforms: a din into love, increase into mineral, solemnization 

into a letter.  Amore, more, ore, re, e: clamoring.    
 Strophe: Clamore!   
Antistrophe: Amore, more, ore, re, e. 
Echo’s curse becomes nature’s antiphony.  Lamenting (until only her voice 

remained), her song taunts my silence to move: invisibly transmuting to other hands.  Like 
Kircher explained: “But as I pursue her, she runs away, while I run away, she pursues me, 
and she redoubles her voices by taking on additional voices like attendants, as she 
seductively tricks me and I cry aloud, for she is incapable of yielding.”iv  Amore…  

More… “So, too, an act of touch may reproduce itself as an acoustical event,” 
writes Scarry.v  Ore… With echoes of da Vinci, “so sound will fall and bounce back from 
the original concussion to the concavity and to the ear.”vi  Re-garding Crooke, I ponder 
three (sounds, not to mention speakers) arising from this one: “As therefore no ƒound is 



made without two bodyes mutually impeaching or offending one againƒt another, as euen 
our Sight and Hearing doe ƒufficiently teach vs.”vii  Three, two, one: Upon hearing my 
words in your…lips shut with stinging, sweet confusion?viii  

 
[Chorus:]   
 

Clamoring within this body, this instrument, I try to hear: vibrations (inlaid 
cavities: mouth in head, in body, whose arms outstretch) whose pressure mounts to release 
a voice that reaches, gropes, carries.  Like Ricci wrote: “the whole point of writing 
something down is that your voice will then carry for thousands of miles, whereas in direct 
conversation it fades at a hundred paces.”ix  Amore, more, ore, re, e…   

 
[Exit:  Phantom limbs.] 
 

Through ear trumpets and megaphone mouths, I listen for more echoes: beyond 
clamors outside my skin’s armor to the clamor within, breathing life into the question: 
“Would you cure a singer of her voice?”x  (Echo: HAND IS NOT...)  Generating more 
gestures, my masquerade (here as Punch) may not cure but cur-at-e (isolating “at,” to 
indicate presence or occurrence in, on, or near): breath.xi  Breathing, I revive to re-call: the 
controlled decrescendo, syllable by syllable, breaking down to silence, to reply.  Muscles 
constrict and relax; abdomen fills and inflates lungs, to wedge open my throat.  My mouth 
cries to greet Amore.  Echoing.  My breath becomes a hand that holds your ear, for a 
second helping it hear, to let me go.   
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as an acoustical event, Scarry also likens it to “an abstract idea, the way whenever Augustine 
touches something smooth, he begins to think of music and of God.” 
 
vi Qtd. in Emanuel Winternitz, ed., Leonardo da Vinci as a Musician (New Haven: Yale UP, 1982) 
119. Elsewhere da Vinci writes: “Sound: If the sound is in ‘m’ and the listener in ‘n,’ the sound 
will be believed to be in ‘s’ if the court is enclosed at least on 3 sides against the listener.” An 
analogy may be made to these “Exhibits” from Galerie de Difformité—that is, if a sound is made in 
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vii Helkiah Crooke, “Of the production of a Sound,” Mikrokosmographia: A Description of the 
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1615) 692.  
 
viii See Author, “The Beekeeper’s Apprentice: Invocation,” Caketrain 6 (Winter 2008): 212. 
 
ix Jonathan D. Spence, The Memory Palace of Matteo Ricci (New York: Penguin, 1984) 22. Italics 
mine. 
 
x Ursula K. Le Guin, The Left Hand of Darkness (New York: Ace Books, 2000) 62. Le Guin’s 
original line reads “his” voice. 
 
xi  “At,” Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield, MA: Merriam, 1973) 70. 
 
* “Exhibit V” first appeared in Mantis: a journal of poetry & translation 8. Please send this 
“Exhibit” back to the Undertaker in metamorphosed form: difformite@gmail.com. For 
further instructions, see http://difformite.wordpress.com/. 


